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Pump Operation

Cycle Speed (Only available in SYNC Mode)
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cycle speed)
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Night LightTap the Cimilre logo to turn on the LED night light. 
Tap again to adjust brightness and power off.

Press and hold both the up and down level arrows 
of either side for 3 seconds to mute or unmute sound.

To begin pumping, press and hold the power control for Pump 1 or Pump 2 for 3 seconds. 
Once the pump is powered on, tap the power control for the other side once to begin 
double pumping.

For single pumping, only use one motor. Tap the power control to pause the motor for the 
side you will not be pumping.

There are two modes. Levels 1-5 are Massage Mode. Levels 6-12 are Expression Mode.

Para esta información en español visite :
cimilrebreastpumps.com/manuals
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Register your pump!
for educational resources and 
product updates

Pump Operation

Use the controls on each side to adjust suction levels independently. 
Tap the SYNC control to use the same suction level on both sides. 
The SYNC light will turn on.

In SYNC Mode, you have 3 cycle speeds in Massage and Expression Modes. 
To adjust the cycle speed, tap the CYCLE control. When you are not in SYNC Mode,
the pump will default to the highest cycle speed (refer to Operations Manual for chart).

To end session in SYNC Mode, tap either power control. 
To end session when pumping each side independently, 
tap the power control for each side. 

To adjust the suction levels for one side while in SYNC Mode, 
tap the SYNC control to turn SYNC off. SYNC light will turn off.

Suction (Vacuum) Level

Expression Mode
(Levels 6-12)

Cycle Speed

Massage Mode 
(Levels 1-5)

Battery Status

Timer Display

Thanks for choosing Cimilre for your journey.


